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This paper presents a general theoretical consideration of the electroco-
agulation/-flotation (ECF) process with an electrochemical mechanism oc-
curring in the reactor. To understand how the ECF process works it is
important to discuss the mechanism of water electrolysis and other related
chemical reactions. The first section presents a synthesis of the ECF tech-
nology and mechanism associated with water electrolysis. Several sec-
tions discuss information regarding the chemistry and kinetics of remov-
ing pollutants when three different mechanisms including, electrode oxida-
tion, gas bubble generation, and flotation and sedimentation of flocs
formed, interact in the ECF processes. It was found that the kinetics of de-
pollution follows the exponential law with time. Towards the end of this
research, information regarding the basic equations is included to present
a theoretical, as well as empirical model for prediction pollutant removal by
the EC process. The chemical theory of batch reactor is used as the basis
for development of the empirical model in the following paper.
 2014 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA

INTRODUCTION

The ECF process is an electrochemical technique
in which a variety of unwanted dissolved particles and
suspended matter can be effectively removed from an
aqueous solution by electrolysis of the electrodes[1]. In
a general sense, electrocoagulation or electroflotation
are technologies based on the concepts of electrochemi-
cal cells, specifically known as �electrolytic cells�. In an
electrolytic process a source of direct current is con-
nected to a pair of electrodes immersed in a liquid that
serves as the electrolyte. To understand the electro-
chemical behaviour of the system, it is important to de-

scribe the general electrolytic reactions. The basis of
electrocoagulation is the in situ formation of a coagulant
species that can remove various pollutants from the
water and wastewater being treated. There are three
main mechanisms in the whole of electrocoagulation-
flotation process:
 Electrode oxidation
 Gas bubble generation
 Flotation and sedimentation of flocs formed

The total processes in ECF can be summarised in
Figure 1.

The mechanism for removing pollutants is based on
hydrolysis reaction and the coagulation-flotation mecha-
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nism in the ECF reactor. Application of direct electric
current through electrodes induces electrolysis reactions,
as presented in the following pages.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

Hydrolysis reaction

Electrolytic dissolution of the metal anode (M) in
water produces aqueous Mn+ species:

Anodes: 
 neMM n

)s( (1)

Reduction takes place at the cathodes which re-
sults in hydrogen bubbles being produced by the fol-
lowing reaction:

Cathodes: 
 OH6H3e6OH6 )g(22

E0
C
= - 0.83 V (2)

where E0
C
 is standard cathode potential. A significant

factor for operating EC technology and its field of ap-
plication depends in many cases on the right choice of
electrode material, especially the anodes. An anode must
be easily treated, and also cheap and long lasting. Elec-
trodes must have adequate mechanical strength and an
extended operating life. The choice of material is lim-
ited to dissolved and undissolved materials. Iron and
aluminium electrodes will dissolve and are suitable for
many applications but materials such as platinum, car-
bon, and graphite are used as sources of undissolved
anodes. Aluminium is the most commonly used material
and is used in this research. The effluent with aluminium
electrodes was very clear and stable but appear green-
ish with iron electrodes and then turn yellow and turbid
because of formation of Fe (II) and Fe (III) ions into
solution[2].

Charge loading

In order to use Faraday�s law, the relationship be-
tween current value, electrolysis time, and the amount
of electric charge that flows through a circuit must be
recognised. By definition one coulomb of charge trans-
ferred when a 1-amp current flows for 1 second (1 C =
1 A.s), the following relations demonstrate the direct
proportionality between current (I) and electrolysis rate:

dtdQI e (3)

ee NzFQ  (4)

where Q
e
 and N

e
 are quantity of electricity and mol

electrolysed in the electrode reaction, respectively. From
Eq. 3 and 4, Eq. 5 can be expressed as:

zFIdtdN)s/mol(Rate e  (5)

An electrode process is a heterogenous reaction
which occurs in the interfacial area between electrode
and solution. A heterogeneous charge-transfer reac-
tion means a charge-transfer reaction, with the charge
transferred across a phase boundary, typically between
a solid and liquid phase. Since electrode reactions are
heterogenous, their reaction rates are usually described
in units of mol/s per unit area. From Eq. 5, Eq. 6 can be
expressed as[3] :

zFizFAI)m.s/mol(Rate 2
 (6)

where i is the current density (A/m2). In most electro-
chemical processes the current density is the most im-
portant parameter for controlling the reaction rate, as
the process at constant current density a steady disso-
lution of aluminium and hydrogen generation rate are
certified. Faraday�s law has been experimentally shown
to explain the dissolution of aluminium in an
electrocoagulator[4]. Thus, Faraday�s law describes the
coagulant and hydrogen generation rate as follows:

ZF
)AW(I

)sAlg(r 13
3Al




 (7)

ZF
)MW(I

)sHg(r 1

H




 (8)

Figure 1 : Summary of ECF processes
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where AW and MW are the atomic weight and mo-
lecular weight respectively. Thus, operation at constant
current density a constant dissolution of aluminium and
hydrogen generation rates is ensured.

Operational cell potential of EC reactor

Based on the primary half-cell equations (Eq. 2)
for the EC system, the standard equilibrium potential
(Eq. 9) was +0.83 V (at 298.15 oK, 1 atm, and 1 mo-
lar solution). Note that these values were relative to the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)[5].

0
A

0
C

0
Cell EEE  (9)

where E0
Cell

 is standard cell potential. This provides a
minimum cell potential for the EC reactor and varia-
tions in solution conditions including pH and total con-
centration of aluminium. In an electrolytic cell the en-
ergy source is provided by a direct current power sup-
ply. As for the EC process, the actual cell potential was
measured at constant currents. Figure 2 shows the re-
sultant potential difference for the batch monopolar
electrocoagulation reactor in the range of loading dif-
ferent pollutants in this research.

As seen, the cell potential increased as the current
increased. A potential cell range was observed for each
current. A higher potential was detected in all cases.
This high potential overcomes a range of resistances
including electrode spacing, conductivity, and surface
resistance. The cell potential stabilised within one minute
after operation under a wide range of operational con-
ditions including pH, conductivity, and the initial pollut-
ant concentrations.

Coagulation-flotation process

Three basic sciences in the ECF process including

electrochemistry, coagulation, and flotation may inter-
act to make it work[6-12]. The fundamental electroco-
agulation reactions at the anodes and cathodes were
given in equations 1 and 2. The dissolution of the metal
anode allows floc formation, while the H

2
 bubbles float

and drive the flotation process. The bubbles float to the
top of the tank, collide with suspended particles on the
way up, adhere to them, and float them to the surface
of the water. The Mn+ ions further react as shown in Eq.
10 to form solid M (OH)

n
 precipitate.


 nH)OH(MOnHM )S(n2

n (10)

The metal hydroxides [M (OH)
n
] react as coagu-

lants, destabilise and aggregate suspended particles or
precipitate, and adsorb dissolved contaminants.

The electrode material determines the coagulant
type. By passing a steady electric current through a
solution and aluminium electrodes, the dissolution of the
aluminium anodes allow floc formation, while the pro-
duction of hydrogen bubbles at the cathode traps flocs
and other suspended matter, bringing them to the sur-
face as a float[13-14]. From Eq 10, the formation of a floc
by electrocoagulation (using sacrificial aluminium elec-
trodes) is given in the following equation[15-16]:


 H6)OH(Al2OH6Al2 )S(32

3 (11)

Some of the possible reactions and mechanisms
occurring in the boundary layer between the electrode
and bulk of the liquid have been summarised in Figure
3. To oxidise a soluble electrode (e.g. aluminium) in the
electrochemical cell, current value and potential differ-
ences across the electrodes are required.

It is believed that precipitation or adsorption reac-
tion may occur when aluminium electrode is used for
fluoride removal by ECF process. The only mathemati-
cal model of electroflotation was reported by Matis and
Zouboulis[17], who used a macroscopic approach to
evaluate the overall kinetic for removing paint in an
electro-flotation cell. They removed pollutant to the
surface using a first order kinetic expression to describe
flotation. Various kinetic approaches are available that
could describe the electrocoagulation-flotation mecha-
nism. Also, Mameri et al[18]. derived a first-order ki-
netic model for removing fluoride from water by elec-
trocoagulation. Therefore, the chemical batch reactor
theory, material balances, and reaction kinetics con-
cepts involving the coagulation-flotation mechanisms are

Figure 2 : Measured Ecell for the batch monopolar EC reac-
tor, (Ec=12 mS/cm, Co = 10 mg/L)
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used as a basis for developing the empirical modelling
efforts in the following pages.

for a CMBR during the reaction may be presented by
the following expression:
[Accumulation] = - [Decrease due to reaction] (13)

The fundamental equitation for the design of the
reactors is the rate equation and the equation for the
law of conservation of mass. Starting at an initial pollut-
ant concentration of C

o
, the rate equation for the vari-

ous reaction orders is given[19]:

V)KC(rVV)
dt

dC
( n

t
t  (14)

where �n� is the reaction order, �r� is the rate of re-
moval of the pollutant by reaction (ML-3T-1), and K is
the reaction rate constant (M1-n T-1). C

t
 is the concen-

tration of the pollutant at any time, t, during the reaction
and V is the reactor volume that remains constant in
CMBR reactor. Chemical kinetics is concerned with
the rate at which reactions occur. Consider a batch re-
actor with a first order reaction (n=1), the accumula-
tion term is dC

t
/dt and the reaction term is KC

t
; thus

the mass balance equation, Eq. 14, becomes:

t
t KC

dt

dC
 (15)

Integrating the last equation (Eq. 15) between the
initial and final concentrations, and treatment time, leads
to the following expression:

 
t

0

tC

oC t

t dtK
C

dC
(16)

which gives

Kt)
C

C
ln(

o

t  or Kt)
C

C
ln(

t

o  (17)

Eq. 17 can be rewritten to Eq. 18, as follows:
t.K

ot e.CC 
 (18)

For example for defluoridation by ECF process,
As noted in previous researches[20-27], the highest cur-
rent (2.5A) removed fluoride quickest due to the ready
availability of Al3+ ions in the solution. However at higher
currents more coagulant (aluminium) is available per unit
time, which may be unnecessary, because not only is
excess residual aluminium unsafe for drinking water, high
current is also uneconomic in terms of energy consump-
tion. In this batch ECF the minimum electrolysis time
required to reduce the fluorine concentration to the
NHMRC and ARMCANZ[28]; and WHO[29] drinking

Figure 3 : Simplified schematic depicting the electrode oxi-
dation and the possible reactions occurring between the elec-
trode and the bulk of the liquid

Representative equations for reactors

The model presented in this manuscript was based
on the concept of kinetics for conservative substances
reacting in the reactors. The fundamental approach to
show the change occurring in a vessel or some type of
container, such as a tank, is the mass balance analysis.
The mass balance in both reactors may be modelled
following this expression:
[Accumulation] = [Input]-[Decrease due to reaction] -
[Output] (12)

Reactors may be operated in either batch or con-
tinuous flow manner.

Figure 4 : Completely mixed batch reactor (CMBR) schemat-
ics

Batch reactor

If the component is increasing because of the reac-
tion, the reaction term in Eq. 12 will have the sign op-
posite to that shown. In completely mixed batch reac-
tor (CMBR), which is schematically shown in Figure 4,
the reactor is first charged with reactants, and the prod-
ucts are discharged after completion of the reaction.

During the reaction, the volume of reactor is con-
stant when the reaction rate is varied by time. Thus the
total net masses going in and out are zero for a batch
reactor. From Eq. 12, the generalized mass equation
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water guidelines (0.5 < F-  1.5 mg/L) is defined as the
detention time (t

d
). The detention time was experimen-

tally determined to achieve the desirable fluoride con-
centration range in the electrocoagulator. From Eq. 18,
the detention time can be expressed as:

)
C

C
ln(

K
1

t
t

o
d  (19)

When the fluoride concentration (C
t
) reaches to 1

mg/L, the optimal detention time (t
do

) can be expressed
as Eq. 20:

)Cln(
K
1

t odo  (20)

The overall fluoride removal efficiency (R
ef
) in batch

reactor may be obtained using the following expres-
sion:

ototoef C/C1C/)CC(R  (21)

From Eq.18, Eq. 21 can be rearranged to Eq. 22,
as follows:

t.K
ef e1R 

 (22)

Continuous flow reactor

Continuous reactors can be classified according to
the mixing regime. Mixing in a continuous system is de-
termined by the residence time (t

r
) and flow rate (Q).

Residence time is a function of reactor volume and flow
rate (t

r
 = V/Q). A plug flow reactor (PFR) is one type

of continuous reactor which behaves mathematically like
a batch reactor. In perfect plug flow there is no mixing
and they have the same residence time. A plug flow
reactor operated at steady state is shown in Figure 5,
the feed and its composition, the discharge and its com-
position, and the composition at any point in the reac-
tor are constant with respect to time.

In the plug flow reactor, the concentration within
the reactor is a function of the distance along the reac-
tor, thus the composition of the fluid varies from point
to ponit along the flow path. Therefore, the mass bal-
ance for a reaction component must be made for a dif-
ferential volume, dV

r
, as was shown in Figure 5. From

Eq. 12, the mass balance equation for PFR in steady
state, there is no accumulation, is given[19]:
[Input] = [Decrease due to reaction] + [Output] (23)

The mass balance in the differential reactor volume,
dV

r
, becomes:

rttt rdV)dCC(QQC  (24)

which gives:

rt rdVQdC  (25)

Since a plug flow reactor with a first order reaction
is considered, substituting of the reaction rate (r = -
KC

t
) in Eq. 25 gives:

rtt dV)KC(QdC  (26)

Integrating the Eq. 26, leads to the following ex-
pression:

 
rV

0
r

eC

oC t

t dV
Q
K

C

dC
(27)

which gives:

r

o

e V
Q
K

)
C

C
ln(  (28)

where C
e
 is the effluent or final concentration. Since V

r

= Q.t
r
,
 
substituting of V

r
 in Eq. 28 provides Eq. 29:

r

o

e t.K)
C

C
ln(  (29)

or
rt.K

oe e.CC 
 (30)

where t
r
 is mean residence time of the fluid. Eq. 30 can

be rewritten to Eq. 31, as follows:

)
C

C
ln(

K
1

t
e

o
r  (31)

When the final fluoride concentration (C
e
) reaches

to 1 mg/L, Eq. 31 can be rearranged to Eq. 32:

)Cln(
K
1

t oro  (32)

where t
ro
 is optimum residence time. The overall

fluoride removal efficiency (R
ef
) in continuous flow re-

actor may be obtained using the following expression:
rt.K

ef e1R 
 (33)

Since Eq. 32 for a plug flow reactor is the same as
Eq. 20 for a batch reactor, a plug flow reactor will have
the same performance as a batch reactor if the deten-
tion and residence times are the same.Figure 5 : Plug flow reactor schematic
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Solution scheme

A solution and application of Eq. 18 will be pre-
sented here for modelling purposes. The initial analysis
of the solution procedure is based on showing how Eq.
18 fits with the experimental data collected. Thus, the
first step is to plot the experimental data by calculating
the �ln (C

t
/C

o
) versus electrolysis time. Based on the

plotted data, it appears that the points may be fitted by
a linear regression. A first order behaviour for the pro-
cess is appeared. In the procedure, the slope of each
line represents an experimentally determined rate con-
stant (K

exp
) for the process. Concerning the approach

and data analysis, the experimentally determined con-
stant results are attached to independent important vari-
ables[25-27], including current concentration (I/V), initial
pollutant concentration (C

o
), pH of the solution, dis-

tance between electrodes (d), and ion competition ef-
fects. The K

exp
 can be expressed as a function of I/V,

C
o
, d, pH, and ion concentration, as follows:

)ion,pH,d,C,V/I(fK oexp  (34)

where current concentration (I/V) is the ratio between
the current flowing through a compartment of an elec-
trochemical cell and the volume of that compartment.
The appropriate correlations between an experimen-
tally determined constant with different corresponding
independent values need to be found separately.

Empirical model

A schematic diagram of the empirical modelling
approach is presented in Figure 6.

The chemical batch reactor theory can be used as
the basis for developing the empirical model, including
statistical scheduling of the experimental data gath-
ered[25]. Based on the theoretical background and ex-
perimental removal rate (K

exp
), an empirical rate con-

stant is developed for the process. A primary analytical
tool for correlating the experimental data is used by the
SPSS package. A multiple regression analysis is used
by SPSS package to estimate the coefficients of the
linear equation, involving one or more independent vari-
ables. In fact the model is developed to predict the re-
moval of pollutant. Development of the empirical model
will be needed.

CONCLUSIONS

The total process of removing pollutants is based
on three mechanisms in the whole ECF process includ-
ing electrode oxidation, gas bubble generation, and the
coagulation-flotation mechanism. Application of direct
electric current through electrodes induces electrolysis
reactions. The metal hydroxides [M (OH)

n
] react as

coagulants, destabilise and aggregate suspended par-
ticles or precipitate, and adsorb dissolved contaminants.
The chemical batch reactor theory, material balances,
and reaction kinetic concepts were used as a basis for
developing the empirical modelling efforts. The model
presented in this manuscript was based on the concept
of kinetics for conservative substances reacting in the
reactors. In the process, not only mass balance and
flow models are important, but also the rate at which
the process occurs determines the size of the treatment
facilities that must be provided. The overall rate con-
stant for the entire ECF process is determined experi-
mentally (K

exp
) and included in a model. A multiple re-

gression analysis can be used by SPSS package to es-
timate the coefficients of the linear equation, involving

Figure 6 : A flowchart of the empirical modeling approach
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one or more independent variables. An empirical model
using critical parameters can be developed for the pro-
cess, when the experimental rate constant depends on
some operating important parameters including current
concentration (I/V), initial pollutant concentration (C

o
),

distance between electrodes (d), pH of the solution,
and ion competition effects (ion).
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